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Chapter  4 
Trees and tableaux 

Ch4a



TASEP   
and  

 Catalan  alternative  tableaux













 Catalan  alternative  tableaux





Catalan



Characterisation  of   
alternative  Catalan  tableaux





(iii) only one 1 in each column





example









construction
of the blue cells















 Catalan  alternative  tableaux

bijection with: 
- binary  trees 

- pairs (u,v) of paths 



Binary  trees 

and

complete  binary  trees 





















exercise

bijective  proof  of

































pair of paths (u,v)



binary  tree  B                        pair of paths (u,v)









The left edges (in blue) of the binary tree are 
ordered according to the in-order (= symmetric 
order) of the first vertex of the edge.
Here the order is a, b, c, d.

Then the right height of a left edge is the 
number of right edges (in red) needed to 
reach the vertices of that left edge. 

we get the vector:



A path u  (here in yellow) is uniquely defined by the following process: the South steps 
are ordered from top to down and associated to the order of the blue edges a,b, c, d.
The distance from each North step of  u  to the North-East border (the path v)
is given by the corresponding blue number (the right height of the left edge)

a

b

c

d



the  «push-gliding»  algorithm

reverse     bijection  

pair of paths (u,v)                            binary  tree  B                  























bijection 
Catalan  alternative tableaux 

binary  trees 



a  Catalan alternative tableau



the extended Catalan alternative tableau



for each blue point add a vertical (green) edge below the point
for each red point add an  horizontal (green) edge at the left of he point

one get a binary tree



the associated  extended  (also called complete)  binary tree





  2nd   bijection 
Catalan  alternative tableaux 

binary  trees 































This algorithm based on a kind of « jeu de taquin » on « tableaux and trees »
is reversible. One get a bijection between Catalan alternative tableaux and binary 
trees, which is the same as the one described on slide 115.







reverse bijection

























TASEP,   
alternative   Catalan  tableaux 

and  
binary trees

















 Catalan  alternative  tableaux 
pair  of  paths

bijection
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pair  of  paths 
 Catalan  alternative  tableaux 

reverse  bijection

















commutative  diagram





demultiplication   
In  the  PASEP  algebra

The Adela bijection



see Ch 2c, p3-8 
duplication of equations in  

quadratic algebrea 
Ch 2c, p9-15 

duplication in the PASEP algebra









the  Catalan
  case



the  Catalan
  case

Adela  duality



TASEP  with  Catalan  tableaux

relation  with  Shapiro-Zeilberger  interpretation













bijective 
proof

duality 
of pathsusing



bijection with dual  configuration of  paths 
giving a bijective proof of Narayana determinant




